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FOREWORD
The problem with which this study is concerned and
the underlying aim of the study is probably "best defined in
the following quotation from Dr. !Bagley:
" The effic iency of a teacher is in-
fluenced bv a variety of factors*
but the chief of these factors is
the ab ility to give a major part
of his time to problems involved
in instruction, If his duties
and his responsibilities are too
heavy, then the value of hi s work
to the community must be greatly
impaired.
Bagley, William C, - "Classroom Management 11
(MacMillan Company, JTew~York - 1922J P. 250
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THESIS
A STUDY 05" THE TIME REQUIRED OP TEACHERS ITT
NEWTON FOR THE DISPOSITION OF TEACHING
AND NON- TEACHING SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Problem
The primary aim of this study is to determine, upon
the "basis of objective evidence, the amount of time spent by
classroom teachers in their daily work and, also, the dis-
tribution of that time. The underlying implication of this
main purpose is to discover, if possible, to just what degree
participation in various extraneous school duties detracts
from the teaching time and the teaching effectiveness of the
classroom instructor. Subsidiary problems to the solution
of which this study is directed are:
1* How much time does the teacher spend in her daily
work?
2. How much time does the teacher spend daily in
teaching?
3. How is the total daily working time of the teacher
divided upon the basis of teaching activities, activities
directly related to teaching, and activities more directly

concerned with administrative, routine, and clerical organi-
zation of the school?
4. How many times is the classroom teacher interrupted
during the course of her daily instructional work?
The Heed for the Study
The need for such a study was directed to the atten-
tion of the writer through several sources. Firstly, the
writer, upon recently entering public school teaching, found
that he was totally unprepared for nor even remotely acquainted
with the place and time that routine and clerical duties occupy
in the life of the teacher of today. Secondly, various group
and class discussions in classes and seminars at Boston Univer-
sity have revealed an interest by teachers and also by school
administrators. Thirdly, discussion with various school
officials has revealed a desire on their part to have some
tangible evidence on this matter to present to the public in
these times of retrenchment. And, finally, a check of various
research bibliographies revealed that very little has been
undertaken.
Contributions of This Study
The findings of this study should be of value in
the following wayss
1. They should assist instructors in teacher-training
institutions to acquaint students with the place in modern
school life that various forms of school duties hold*
oo nos 8/-0jL*i"'*"t* Xto x fro x %[vv j jt> # •
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2. They should assist school administrators in present-
ing to the public, in terms of objective fact, the amount of
daily work that the public school teacher does.
3. They should assist school administrators in their
desire to improve instruction through an analysis of the time
which various school duties require from the point of view of
the teacher.
4* They should help the teacher to organize "better her
time around her work and thus to achieve a "balanced program.
5. They should serve as the "basis for further investi-
gation.
Limitations of the Study
A further analysis of this study will presently
reveal some limiting factors. In the first place, this study
is merely a sampling of the total evidence available as prof-
fered "by a single school system. Secondly, it presents a
further limitation in the fact that 56% of the teachers in the
public school system surveyed reported their findings. Thirdly
it is limited in the fact that the survey was conducted over
the course of one week, which quite naturally again presents a
small sampling of the total possibilities. Fourthly, the
study is limited by the fact that, of necessity, one week was
.chosen for the survey; and, no matter which week might be
selected, it could not conceivably be a completely typical or

average week. Finally, this study is subjected to the limi-
tations that affect the questionnaire method of research.
Soiirces and Methods
Following are the steps which were taken to execute
this study and to achieve the results:
1. The selection of a school system to "be surveyed.
2. The selection of an optimal week during which to
conduct the study.
3# The construction of an adequate questionnaire.
4. The collection and tabulation of the data procured.
5. The coordination and presentation of the results.
6. The achievement of conclusions.
7. A review of similar studies.
The Nature of the Data
All the data secured are figures as recorded "by the
teachers in answering the questionnaires. These figures re-
present time spent "by the teachers in the activities as they
are listed in the questionnaires. Thus, the results of the
study are expressed entirely in terms of time as reported by
the teachers participating in the study.

Definition
This study undertakes to establish the exact amount
of time spent daily "by each teacher participating in practical-
ly all conceivable activities of the modern school. It pro-
poses to collect, to tabulate, and to present the data and
evidence in such a manner as to offer the picture of the
typical elementary school teacher's, the typical junior high
school teacher's, and the typical senior high school teacher's
day. This term "typical" in this study is intended to convey
the meaning of the nearest approach possible to the typical
or normal teacher in a public school system.

6CHAPTER II
The School System Surveyed
For the experimental set-up the public school system
of the City of Kewton, Massachusetts, was chosen. This is a
suburban city of Boston and numbers about 60,000 inhabitants*
It is a city that is classified primarily as residential* It
has ample resources for the maintenance of its public institu-
tions and has a public school system that has occupied a posi-
tion of prominence, based upon its progressiveness and com-
petency, among the others within the state. There are approx-
imately 12,000 school pupils in the city and they attend 29
public schools which include one comprehensive senior high
school, one trade school, four junior high schools, and twenty-
three elementary schools. The city employs 115 senior high
school teachers, 19 trade school teachers, 127 junior high
school teachers, and 238 elementary school teachers. The
ITewton schools have long occupied a position of leadership
among the schools in the state. It was a pioneer in the field
of health education. Its high school graduates annually com-
pile an acceptable record in the College Entrance Board Exami-
nations. The most recent development in the ITewton schools,
and one which has attracted an undue amount of publicity, has
been the introduction of a radically different system of
"marks" for the pupils.
«t
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These few pertinent facts anent the public schools
of the City of ITewton, Massachusetts, have "been presented to
show the adequacy of this school system to serve as a
laboratory for the object of this study.

8CHAPTER III
Building the Questionnaire
The first step in the procedure of this study was to
secure the permission and approval of the authorities of the
Newton schools. Mr. Julius E. Warren, Superintendent of
Schools, was approached. He immediately expressed his in-
terest in the proposed study by granting his permission and
offering his cooperation. The next step was to secure the
cooperation of the Department of Research and Guidance which
handles surveys of this type. The director of this depart-
ment, Mr. Herbert Landry, also expressed his willingness to
cooperate and suggested that the study be coordinated with the
work of that department.
The first immediate problem that presented itself
was the construction of an adequate questionnaire which would
fully cover all phases of the study. This task presented it-
self as a very slow and careful undertaking. The writer,
after careful reading on the matter of questionnaires, in
cooperation with Mr. Landry, began to assemble the list of
possible activities that would be all-inclusive and which
would secure the evidence sought. Several times a form was
drawn up including the desired topics and this form was then
subjected to criticism by Mr. Landry and the writer in con-
ference. Finally what was felt to be a satisfactory form was
t T *^hixbj*i»rnu jut©, o
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9arrived at. This was next presented to a group of school
administrators and teachers in a seminar at Boston University
for their criticisms and suggestions* following this the
questionnaire was again rebuilt. Next it was presented to a
joint meeting of all the school principals in Uewton for the
same purpose, and with the same results. When the next form,
incorporating all the previous contributions, had "been made,
various classroom teachers were canvassed for their reactions.
Finally, after these preliminary steps, what we felt to "be a
satisfactory form had "been devised. The next step in the
process was to distribute a few copies to several teachers
prior to the selected week so that they might use them during
a sort of trial period. This netted several practical sug-
gestions which were then embodied into an entirely new question-
naire which seemed, by this time, to be practically complete.
We were ready, then, to proceed with actual distribution and
survey the nature of the study.
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CHAPTER IV
Selection of the Optimal Week
The next problem which presented itself was the selection
of a week for this study that would he thoroughly acceptable
from all points of view* It was the original intention of
the writer to conduct the study over the course of three wide-
ly separated weeks during the school year, to secure a more
valid picture of a "normal" week. However, various complica-
tions within the school department to he surveyed arose and
militated against the chances of using more than a single week 1
for the study. Accordingly, we had then the problem of
selecting the one week of all in the school year. This in
itself was a real problem and one that required extreme
caution in its selection and a careful evaluation of the possi-
bilities. By the process of elimination we arrived at the
following conclusions.
i
; ... I
Between the Thanksgiving and the Christmas recesses there
is a period of three weeks of school without the loss of a
single day. This was deemed to be the most opportune time
of year because of the absence of any undue amount of activity
on the part of the teachers or pupils that might be occasioned
by fall or spring projects of the outdoor nature. The week
immediately following Thanksgiving was considered unfit
because it was felt that it would take a few days for the
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teachers and pupils to get "back into the swing of things after
the absence of a few days from school* The week immediately
preceding the Christmas vacation was likewise deemed unsuit-
able "because of the increased feeling and restlessness
occasioned "by the approach of the holiday seasons. Therefore
the logical conclusion of selecting the middle one of the
three weeks was reached. Even this choice "brought forth
some comment on the possibility of an undue amount of time
"being spent in preparations for various Christmas programs.
After considerable discussion on this matter, it was decided
that these aforementioned preparations would he in their
preliminary stages and would thus offer a reasonable and fair-
ly normal amount of activity on the part of the teachers and
pupils in the nature of "special" work. That is, it was felt
that rather than attempt to secure a week that would be en-
tirely devoid of any "special" activity and also rather than
present a week that would offer an abnormal amount of such wor
it would undoubtedly be most equitable to choose a week that
would offer a moderate amount of work of this type. Accord-
ingly, the week of December 10, 1934 was finally selected as
the one which approximated most closely all the requirements.
The questionnaires were mimeographed and distributed so
that each teacher within the city had in her hands, by the
Friday before the Monday upon which the study was to commence,
her copy so that she might have an opportunity to acquaint

herself thoroughly with its nature "before the start of her
actual participation* At the same time each teacher was
also supplied with an envelope in which she was to place her
"blank at the close of the week in order to assure its anonym-
ity when she returned it to her principal's office.
As has previously "been stated, there are, in Newton, 499
classroom teachers. Of this total number 19 are teachers in
the trade school. After a reconsideration of the aim of the
study, it was deemed advisable to omit this division of the
schools from the study "because of the marked difference in the
type of work carried on there and also because of the great
differences which exist "between the daily hours of the more
orthodox schools and the trade school. Therefore, a total
of 480 questionnaires were duly distributed to the teachers
of ITewton, enabling each classroom teacher in the senior high
school, in the four junior high schools, and in the twenty-
three elementary schools to participate in the study.
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CHAPTER V
The Questionnaire
The construction and the methods employed in building
the questionnaire have "been explained in the foregoing section
Put now for a discussion and description of the nature and
content of the questionnaire* Again, for the purpose of
keeping the aim of the study clearly in mind, may it once more
he stated that the purpose is to seek and establish evidence
on the matter of the distribution of the daily time of the
classroom teacher?
A copy of the questionnaire and its accompanying set of
directions will he found in the appendix* This section will
"be given over to a more detailed discussion of the various
individual items.
First, the teachers were asked to record, in the space
provided, the amount of time spent "by them daily during which
they were in the school building* This would logically in-
clude the elapsed time between the daily arrival and departure
of each individual teacher. The only restriction placed upon
this blanket requirement was that they were asked to exclude
from this time the total time they spent in their own personal
lunch periods* This was done for purposes of accuracy and
standardization since, in the elementary schools, the teachers
are on a two-session basis*
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Second, the teachers were asked to record exactly the
time spent hyeach in actual classroom instruction or "teach-
ing." The purpose of this was, ohviously, to determine what
part of the teacher's day is taken up "by the most specified
part of her work. It was done, also, to determine the
"balance of time that is given over to the extraneous duties
with which this study is equally concerned. They were asked
to exclude from this time all free periods or study-hall duty
periods. They were, in fact, instructed to record, in this
section, only the periods or divisions of the day that were
assigned to them for the expressed purpose of "teaching."
Third, the two major items having thus "been taken care of,
the remainder of the questionnaire was given over to a record-
ing of time spent on various activities which, for the lack of
a "better term, might he called "extra- instructional" duties of
the teacher. They were asked, in the following order, to
keep a reasonahly accurate and careful check on the following
list of activities*
Preparation of lessons
Correction of papers
Recording pupil progress
Standard test scoring
Register work
Supply list work
Cards and forms, miscellaneous*
Suhject-matter help
After school classes
Counseling
Parent- Teacher Association meetings
Conferences with parents
I
15"
Committee work
Conferences with school officials
Faculty meetings
Coaching athletics
Coaching dramatizations
Preparation of assembly programs
Weighing of children
Medical examinations
Special health work
Club work
Lunchroom, corridor, and detention duty
In addition to this list, an opportunity was presented to the
teachers wherehy the teachers could insert in "blank spaces
any duties required of them that had not "been included within
the original list*
It was felt that, with a few exceptions, these topics, as
listed, would "be clear and meaningful to the teachers and
would he self-explanatory. However, it was decided that
several of the topics should have a note of explanation in
order to avoid confusion on the part of the teachers in enter-
ing the reports. Accordingly, the following supplementary
j
directions were incftded on the sheet which accompanied the
"blank.
Recording pupil progress - this is to include "both the
recording done for your own personal records and also that
done for the official school records.
Special subject-matter help - this would include the
seventh period work in the secondary schools.
*+
.. -
1
•
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Committee work - such work as you do in curriculum re-
construction, etc., for the administrative and supervisory
1
•
offices.
Counseling - this is intended to include all guidance
and individual conference work.
Special health work - such work as eye testing, health
inspections, audiometer testing, correcting of audiometer
papers, etc.
These foregoing directions have "been included exactly as
they were imparted to the teachers.
For the purposes of this study, however, it might he well
to add a word or two of explanation of the various other
topics included in the questionnaire.
Preparation of lessons - the total amount of time spent
"by each teacher in preparing her daily lessons.
Correction of papers - the amount of time spent daily in
1
correcting papers.
jV, • £ ... jj J ' ... . ... ' 1
Standard test scoring - the time spent in correcting
various objective tests.
Register work - the amount of time spent daily "by the
teacher in making various entries in her school register.
Supply list work - the time spent by the teacher in
organizing her lists of supplies and in making out orders.
r r -
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Cards and forms, miscellaneous - the time spent in fill-
ing out all records and returns, not included under any other
topic.
After school classes - the time the teacher spends in
helping pupils who show a need for extra help.
Committee work - the time spent "by the teacher in working
On various committees for curriculum revision, construction of
reading lists, organization of courses of study, and the like.
Parent-Teacher Association - the time spent "by the
teacher in preparation for and in attending these meetings*
Conferences with parents - the time spent in conferring
with parents, in preparation for these conferences, and in
their follow-up work.
Conferences with school officials - the time spent in
conferring with various school officials, principals, super-
visors, and other administrative officers.
Faculty meetings - the time spent in various meetings of
the faculty. This would include the group meetings of the
Cooperative Group Plan which is common in many of the
elementary schools of Newton*
Coaching of athletics and coaching of dramatizations -
the time spent "by the teachers in the actual work of these
types, and in preparation for it.
Weighing - the time spent "by the teachers of the elemen-
tary schools in weighing the pupils. This is an activity

that occurs once a month and is also an activity that is
carried on only in the elementary schools.
Medical examinations - the examinations are, of course,
conducted "by the school physicians, hut this item was intended
to include the time the teacher spends in preparation for the
examinations and in the resultant follow-up work.
Lunchroom, corridor, and detention duty - the time spent
daily "by each teacher in filling her place in the service
duties that are so essential to the management of a school.
There remain, in connection with the discussion of the
items included within the check list, several observations
which should he made here. Certain of these activities,
namely, register work, supply list work, conferences with
parents, weighing, medical examinations, and standard test
scoring, are more likely to exert more strenuous demands upon
the teacher from the point of view of time at certain periods
of the year than at others. That is, certain of these dutieq
occur just once daring the course of a school year. Others
occur once a month. And still others are likely to demand
more time on the part of the classroom teacher upon several
widely separated instances through the year. Register work,
for instance, would take more time at the close of a four
week period, at the end of the first half of the school year,
and at the close of the school year. Supply list work would
(
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take time only once a month. Conferences with parents, which
the marking system in Fewton, incidentally, encourages, would
he likely to take more time during the quarterly period of
sending notes to the homes* Weighing comes monthly for the
teachers of the elementary schools and takes place, usually,
as near to the 15th of the month as possible. Standard
testing work is more likely to appear in certain of the grades
than in others, and usually occurs once a year in those grades,
rarely more than twice. Medical examinations and other
similar special health work of the audiometer testing type,
occur just once a year in each school. These activities are
on a rotating schedule which permits each school to carry out
this work at a different week during the year.
As has "been intimated previously, due cognizance of these
various complications was taken in selecting the week for con-
ducting the study. After considerable discussion it was
decided that the choice of any week which would offer an undue
amount of activity of the nature of letter writing or an
unusual amount of register work, for instance, would not con-
stitute a normal situation. In this connection it is quite
obvious that there were many aspects to be considered which
made the task of selecting a week not at all a simple one.
And no matter which week might be selected it would not present
an absolutely normal situation, because there is none.
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For example, if a week without any special activities were
selected, a teacher would not "be subjected to so many time-
demanding activities as the choice of another week might show.
On the other hand, if a week of these unusual demands were
taken, then the picture would "be over-balanced. It truly
presented a serious problem. In a previous section the
reasons for the selection of the week of December 10 have
been advanced. This week, it will be noticed, included one
of the "special" activities; namely, that of weighing. How
this is not a particularly exacting duty on the teachers from
the point of view of time required. This week was chosen,
then, in addition to the other reasons already stated, because
it was felt that the inclusion of this week would contribute
materially to the normalcy of the "average situation" by
attempting to strike a balance between extra-heavy weeks and
less exacting weeks. The purpose of the discussion in this
section has been to bring out several conclusions in regard to
this aspect of the study. These conclusions follow:
1. The almost complete impossibility of selecting a
thoroughly satisfactory week from every point of view.
2# The practical necessity for conducting a survey of
this nature over a period of several widely separated and
carefully selected weeks. The impossibility of this type of
treatment in this particular study has already been stated.
•i
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3. The necessity for a full realization of this limi-
tation in the interpretation of the results that are to follow
In addition to the "blank which was to "be used for check-
ing purposes, and the accompanying set of directions, the
teachers were also furnished with a copy of an explanatory
letter. The content of that letter is herein reproduced:
NEWTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DIVISION OF RESEARCH AND GUIDANCE
NEWTON, MASSACHUSETTS
December 1, 1934
To - Teachers of the Newton Schools
Subject - Investigation of the use of the teacher's time
The accompanying material is concerned with the proposed
investigation of the use of teacher's time in Newton, a topic
that is today the subject of considerable discussion* Since
tangible evidence concerning this problem does not exist, one
of the members of our educational staff has set out to obtain
it. The details of this investigation are described fully on
the accompanying sheet.
Please understand that your participation in this project
is an optional matter. It is hoped, however, that enough
teachers will be interested and will take part to provide

satisfactory data,
solicited.
Approved
Julius E. Warren
Superintendent
22
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To this end your cooperation is earnestly
Herbert A. Landry
Director
The purpose of this note was to add an air of officiality
to the study. It will he noted that the letter came from Mr.
Herbert Landry, as director of the department of research*
It will also he ohserved that this hore the official approval
of the superintendent of schools. This was done to assure
the "best possihle results in terms of participation and
response.
The reading of this note will "bring up another point that
calls for discussion here. It was the desire of the writer,
quite naturally, to secure as nearly complete results as
possihle. However, the school authorities decreed that, if
the study were to he made compulsory, it would quite possihly
"build up a negativistic attitude on the part of the teachers,
and thus the purpose of the study might he defeated. They
did not want to impose an additional duty on the teachers of
a compulsory nature. It was a restriction that, while un-
doubtedly wise from the point of view of teacher attitude,
tended to add another possihle limitation to the scope of the
study. However, it was a suggestion that lent itself to the
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securing of more valid results and was one to which the
writer readily acquiesced*
In addition to the notes of explanation of the various
topics included in the check list which were included in the
accompanying letter, there were several other directions which
were imparted to the teachers and which will "bear repeating
here* First, the teachers were instructed that they were not
to disclose their identity through the questionnaires in any
manner. The purpose of this was, obviously, to assure more
valid results. The only thing of this nature that the
teachers were asked to do was to check, in the spaces provided
whether their teaching was on the elementary, junior high, or
senior high school level. Secondly, the teachers were in-
structed to record all their entries throughout the study in
minutes. This was done to assure a standardization of the
results and to facilitate treatment and tabulation of the data.
Thirdly, the teachers were instructed that this study was to
continue for seven days in order that they might have the
opportunity of checking on all their work of the preparation
nature which they might do on days during which school was not
in session. Finally, the teachers were instructed to return
the questionnaires in sealed envelopes, which had "been
supplied to the teachers, on the day upon which the study was
to end. This method of secrecy had "been discussed with the
principals of the schools so that they would understand its
*
i
•
•
*
• *
*
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motive and it was done so that no teacher might be tempted
to falsify her reports on that account.
Fow, it might "be well to discuss here the supplementary
inves t if at ion that was conducted simultaneously with the main
body of the sttidy. This refers to an attempt to determine
the number of interruptions which the classroom teacher ex-
periences during the course of her daily instructional work.
The purpose of this section was to find out how many times the
teacher is interfered with during the course of her work and
it was undertaken to determine if there might possibly be any
connection between this and the primary purpose of the study.
On the questionnaire a blank was provided in which the teachers
could recttd daily the number of times which they were in-
terrupted. Following are the instructions which were ^iven
to the teachers for this section:
Number of interruptions - this is to be an independent
figure, not to be included in any totals of time, and is meant
to include all breaks in your instructional work for reading
notices, answering the telephone, receiving visitors, etc.
The idea for the inclusion of this phase of the study arose
from group discussions held with teachers and administrators.
They seemed to feel that it would be interesting, at least, to
find out just how many times the teacher is interrupted during
the day. It is quite likely that the results of this section
will have some final significance attached in the light of the
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major purpose of this study; that is, while these inter-
ruptions are not likely to "be time-consuming, they may he
pictured as heing additional school "duties" of the classroom
teacher, and, as such, will have some "bearing on the final
results.
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CHAPTER VI
Treatment of the Data
Various aims of this study, from the point of view of
the treatment of the data secured, have been set up and it is
with this matter that this section will "be concerned.
Firsts the aim of determing the average length of the
teacher's day on each of the three school levels was selected.
That is, the aim is to find out just how much time the
"average" teacher spends daily in all the work associated with
f
the life of the school. Tables have "been prepared which will
"be offered presently showing the ranges of the times spent by
all the teachers in their school work. These tables will
show the range, the quartiles, and the medians. In this case
as in the case of all other data secured, the final results
have been computed on two separates bases: (l) the statistics
have been computed, for generalization, upon the basis of a
five day week; and (2) the statistics have likewise been
computed on the basis of a seven day week, in order to allow
provision for the fact that teachers might do varying amounts
of work of the nature of preparation during days ur>on which
school is not in session. In the connection of establishing
the length of the "average" teacher's day, standards have been
prepared showing the length of the school da^r that is required
required in the sense that there are certain minimal lengths
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of time which the teacher is required to "be in her "building
either "by school committee mandate or by the regulation of the
principal in charge of the building, or by both.
Seconds tables have been prepared showing the ranges of
times spent, the quartiles, and the medians of the time spent
in each of the activities by the teachers on each of the three
school levels. This will show a complete report of all acti-
vities included in the questionnaire. This, naturally, will
show the number and percentage of teachers participating who
found occasion to check the various items. It will also show
what percentile part of the total number of teachers in the
city that the group reporting represents. Two presentations
of these data have been prepared; one upon the basis of a
five day week, and the other upon the basis of a seven day
week.
Third: tables have been prepared showing the range of
the number of interruptions experienced by the teachers on
each of the three school levels* This will likewise include
the number reporting, the percentage of the number partici-
pating who found occasion to report on this topic, and the
percentage of the total number of teachers in the city that
the group reporting on this topic represents.
Fourth: tables have been prepared showing the number of
responses by teachers on each of the three school levels who
found occasion to add topics to the questionnaire that were
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not allowed for on that form. These tables will show the
number reporting such items, the items reported, and the total
time spent in these items of their personal addition.
Fifth: Tables have been presented showing, as nearly as
possible, the composite school day of the "average 11 teacher on
each of the three school levels. This has "been an attempt to
organize in a more presentable form the various loose ends of
data which otherwise might pass unnoticed. This has necessi-
tated the adoption of certain arbitrary standards and the
formation of decisions of what to include and what to exclude
on the grounds of being representative or unrepresentative.
Further explanation of these standards will be made presently.
Sixth: the attempt has been made to arrive at some
definite conclusions based upon the results available. These
conclusions are simply an attempt to show the results of the
study in terms of the length of the "average" elementary
school teacher 1 s day, of the "average" junior high school
teacher's day, and of the "average" senior high school
teacher's day.
In connection with the treatment of the data there are
several interpretations that should be explained here.
First: throughout the tables that follow there will be
found two percentile figures. These call for more descrip-
tion than the small amount of space allowed in the tables will
permit. The first percentile figure is the percentage of
r ' »
•
r
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•
*
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the teachers who participated in the study that found occasion
to report on the particular item in question* A percent of
88.42, for instance, under the column headed"^-l M would mean
that 88*42^ of the teachers participating in the study are
reporting on that particular item. The second percentile
figure is the percentage of the total teachers in that group
in Newton that the reports on that particular item represent.
A percentage of 43.74, for instance, under the column headed
n %-2" would mean that the numher reporting on that particular
item represents 43.74^ of the teachers in Newton on that
school level.
Second: the figures used throughout in drawing the con-
clusions and in "building the composite days are the medians of
the times reported. The medians, however, as they are used
for this purpose are the average of the daily medians figured
either on the hasis of the five day week or else on the "basis
of the seven day week, whichever the case may he. In every
instance the tahles are adequately laheled to show which is
the case. That is, the results throughout were computed upon
the "basis of daily averages figured from the weekly totals.
With each set of data two tahles were derived "by computing on
the "basis of a five day week, in one case, and on the "basis of
a seven day week, in the other case. This is a measure that
might lead to a slight misunderstanding if not clearly inter-
preted. "Briefly, the medians used for final results and in
*- *
*
*
*
•
]
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the conclusions are the averages of the daily medians.
Third: the figures used in all the tahles are times
expressed in terms of minutes. The conclusions have "been
reduced to hours to facilitate interpretation.
Fourth: in "building the composite teachers 1 days it was
necessary to reach some arbitrary standard of what to include
and what to exclude on the grounds of its representation of
the true situation. The following decision was reached and
this decision has formed the "basis for the construction of
the composite days. In order to he included as "being suffi-
ciently representative an item had to "be reported "by 20% of
THE TEACHERS PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY AND ALSO BY 10% of
THE TOTAL TEACHERS IN THAT GROUP IN THE CITY. That is, any
topic, to he considered widespread enough for consideration
had to meet two criteria: (l) the criterion of hein^c reported
"by 20% of the teachers participating, and (2) the criterion
of having this 20% reporting represent at least 10^ of the
total numher of teachers in that group in the city. In other
words, the percentage under column 1 (previously referred to)
had to he 20% or more and the percentage under column 2
(previously referred to) had to he 10% or more.
Fifth: likewise a similar decision had to he reached in
formulating a division of activities into the categories of:
(l) teaching activities; (2) activities directly related to
teaching; and (3) activities more directly concerned with the
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administrative, routine, and clerical organization of the
school. Again, it was the case of setting up arbitrary-
standards, and the following division of school duties was
made :
(1) Teaching activities:
Class instruction
(2) Activities directly related to teaching:
Class preparation
After school classes
Subject-matter help
Club work
Counseling
Correcting papers
(3) Administrative, routine, and clerical
activities
:
Recording pupil progress
Register work
Cards and forms, miscellaneous
Conferences with parents
Conferences with school officials
Faculty meetings
Lunchroom, corridor, and detention duty
Supply list work
Committee work
Weighing

Preparation of assembly urograms
Coaching athletics
Coaching dramatizations
Standard test scoring
Medical examinations
Special health work
Parent- Teacher Association meetings
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CHAPTER VII
Other Studies
A check of various research "bibliographies and other
sources of reference revealed that there has "been very little 1
work done along this line* Most of the studies that could
in any way "be connected with this one were more directly con-
cerned with teacher loads in terms of classes taught. How-
ever, there were a few studies that revealed results having
some direct "bearing upon this study. It is with these other
studies, then, that this section will "be devoted.
1* Lakewood, Ohio
This is an unpublished stud.y conducted "by the school
department of Lakewood, Ohio, under the direction of Miss
Leona Keske for the purposes of establishing valid evidence
on the matter of time teachers spend in their work. It was
a questionnaire study, conducted in a similar manner to the
study in IFewton, in which the teachers were asked to keep an
accurate check of their time over the course of one school
week. Following are the findings which are pertinent to
this study
1
1. Preparation for class instruction - expressed in
terms of average daily time.
a. senior high school - 53 minutes
"b. junior high school - 50 minutes

c. elementary schools - 107 minutes
2» Corridor duty - average daily time
a. senior high school - 25 minutes
b. junior high school - 20 minutes
c. elementary schools - 15 minutes
3. Reports, cards, etc. - average daily time
a. senior high school - 50 minutes
b. junior high school - 34 minutes
c» elementary schools - 23 minutes
4* Time spent in classroom instruction - average daily
a* senior high school - 231 minutes
b» junior high school - 228 minutes
c. elementary schools - 261 minutes
The findings of this study are "based upon the following
numbers of questionnaire returns:
1 # senior high school - 37
2. junior high school - 56
3. elementary schools - 127
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2. High schools of Ohio
This was a study undertaken "by Ro swell C. Puckett on the
length of the high school day in the high schools of Ohio.
Reference to this study may "be found in the May, 1932 copy of
the American School Board Journal. It was a questionnaire
study that was more concerned with establishing the length of
the periods and the teacher load, number of classes, etc. The
only finding pertinent to this study was the following:
The median number of clock hours senior high school
teachers are required to he in their buildings is 6.57
3. Hattiesburg, Mississippi
This was 8 study undertaken by Stephen H. Blair as a
master* s thesis at the George Peabody College for Teachers in
1931. As the title indicates it was more concerned with
the teaching loads of the instructors. However, the follow-
ing findings are pertinent to this study:
1. Teachers, in all school levels, spend, on the average
9 hours and 49 minutes in their work daily.
2. These teachers also spend, on the average, 21.8
minutes in their daily preparation work.
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4. How Lon^ Is the Teacher* s Day?
This is an account of a study undertaken by A. C. Lambert I
in the Alpine Consolidated District of Utah. Full references!
to this study will "be found in the February, 1934 copy of The
JFation's Schools. As the title indicates this study was very
similar to the Newton study. It followed the questionnaire
method with 123 teachers in the aforementioned district.
Following are the pertinent findings of this study:
1. Total hours spent on extra-class duties daily:
Men - 4.26 Women - 4.03
2. Hours spent in teaching regular classes daily:
Men - 4.80 Women - 5.11
3. Total clock hours worked daily:
Men - 9.06 Women - 9.14
The final paragraph of this article will also hear re-
peating here. "The length of day shown for these 123 men and
women public school teachers indicates that their working day
is not one of three or four hours, nor is it one of twelve to
fifteen hours. It is a day of nine hours, divided about
equally between regular classes and a large number of extra-
class duties." The following quotations will also show how
these "extra-class" duties require such a large part of the
time of the teacher's day. "On the basis of the data re-
vealed in this study, the average woman teacher in the public
schools of a typical Utah consolidate district spends 5.11
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hours each day throughout the year teaching regular classes,
1*62 hours preparing for the next day's teaching, one-half
hour arranging the room and its materials, one-half hour
marking papers, notebooks, and journals, and about twenty
minutes conferring with pupils* These and other varied extra-
class activities take about four hours of the average
teacher's day. This, added to the 5 hours plus required for
formal teaching, constitutes the woman teacher's day of
slightly over nine hours • "
"The typical man teacher spends 4,8 hours each day through
out the year in regular classroom instruction, 1 hour pre-
paring for his next day's teaching, about twenty-five minutes
supervising extra-curricular activities, and approximately
twenty minutes supervising halls and "buildings* Almost
another hour of "other activities" is consumed in administra-
tive work. His total extra-class duties consume Ai hours*
His total day is almost identical in length with that of the
woman teacher, that is, nine hours plus, and divided almost
equally "between teaching and extra-class duties*" ^
The teaching of these excerpts and a study of the find-
ings included here will reveal that there is quite a striking
similarity "between the study in Utah and the study in Newton*
^Lam^ert, A.C. "How Long is the Teacher's Day?" - The Nation's
Schools (February 1934, V*13, JTo* 2, Pp. 38- 4u)
I•
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5. Teacher-Load in Junior High School in
Fort Worth, Texas
This study, undertaken hy Clarence E, Dunn as a Master's
thesis at the George Peahody College for Teachers, in 1932,
is more directly concerned with teaching loads. There are,
however, several findings to he derived which are pertinent
to this study. Through a questionnaire survey of the ninety-
one junior high school teachers in Fort Worth, the author came
to the following conclusions:
1. The average daily time spent "by these teachers in the
following activities:
a. Construction, scoring tests .78 hours
"b. Correcting papers .62 hours
c. Making out reports .03 hours
d. Preparation for teaching .81 hours
2. The average number of hours spent daily "by each
teacher in actual classroom instructions
a. Average daily teaching time 3 #94 hours
3. The average numher of hours spent daily in activi-
ties not directly related to teaching: (arranged hy de-
partments)
a. English Department 2.38 hours
"b. Language Department 2.04 hours
c. Social Science Department 1.88 hours
d. Mathematics Department 1.76 hours
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3. The average numher of hours spent daily in activities
not directly related to teaching: (arranged T>y departments) -
e. Science Department 1.06 hours
f. Pine Arts Department 1.82 hours
g. Practical Arts Department 1.32 hours
h. Health Department 4.46 hours
4. Total num"ber of hours spent daily "by each junior hi.^h
school teacher in Port Worth, Texas, in class duties and in
out-of-class duties: (arranged hy departments)
a. English Department 8.60 hours
"b. Language Department 8.44 hours
c. Social Science Department 7,28 hours
d. Mathematics Department 8.48 hours
e. Science Department 7.68 hours
f. Pine Arts Department 9.48 hours
g« Practical Arts Department 9.88 hours
h. Health Department 9.88 hours

!)
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CHAPTER VIII
Results
In the ensuing section of this study will he found the
following tahles and presentations of data:
Tahle I - Results of the questionnaires sent out, show-
ing the number and percentage of the returns,
Tahle II - Showing the length of the required school days
in llewton on the three school levels*
Tahle III - Time spent hy the 116 elementary school
teachers participating in each of the activities. This chart
will show the range, the quartiles, and the medians. All the
figures included in this tahle are daily averages, figured on
the "basis of a five day week, of the weekly totals.
Tahle IV - Time spent hy the 116 elementary school
teachers participating in each of the activities. This chart
will show the range, the quartiles, and the medians. All the
figures included in this ta>le are daily average, figured on
the "basis of a seven day week, of the weekly totals.
Tahle V - Time spent hy the 97 junior high school
teachers participating in each of the activities. This chart
will show the range, the quartiles, and the medians. All the
figures included in this tahle are daily averages, figured on
the hasis of a five day week, of the weekly totals.

Table VI - Time spent "by the 97 junior high school
teachers participating in each of the activities. This chart
will show the range, the quartiles, and the medians. All the
figures included in this table are daily averages, figured on
the "basis of a seven day week, of the weekly totals.
Table VII - Time spent "by the 57 senior high school
teachers participating in each of the activities. This chart
will show the range, the quartiles, and the medians. All the
figures included in this table are daily averages, figured on
the basis of a five day week, of the weekly totals.
Table VIII - Time spent by the 57 senior high school
teachers participating in each of the activities. This chart
will show the range, the quartiles, and the medians. All the
figures included in this table are daily averages, figured on
the basis of a seven day week, of the weekly totals.
Table IX - Time and extra duties reported by the ele-
mentary school teachers showing the activities reported that
were not called for in the original questionnaire.
Table X - Time and extra duties reported by the Junior
high school teachers showing the activities reported that
were not called for in the original questionnaire.
Table XI - Time and extra duties reported by the senior
high school teachers showing the activities reported that
were not called for in the original questionnaire.
w
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Table XII - The range, quart iles, and medians of the
number of interruptions reported "by the elementary, junior
high, and senior high school teachers reporting*
Table XIII - The composite day of the "average" elementary
school teacher, computed upon the "basis of a five day week.
Table XIV - The composite day of the "average" junior
high school teacher, computed upon the "basis of a five day
T7eelc #
Table XV - The composite day of the "average" senior high
school teacher, computed upon the "basis of a five day week.
Table XVI - A graphic presentation of the results, show-
ing the length of the "average" day spent in school work by
the elementary school, the junior high school, and the senior
high school teachers reporting. This will also show the
division of these "average" days into teaching activities,
activities directly related to teaching, and administrative,
routine, and clerical duties*
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TABLR I
Results of the study in terms of the return
of the questionnaires sent out.
School level fTumher Sent Out Ifumber Returned Per Cent
ELEMENTARY 238 116 48.74
JUNIOR HIGH 127 97 76*30
SENIOR HIGH 115 57 49.56
TOTALS 480 270 56.25
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TABLE II
The length of the required school days for the
teachers of Newton. The times set forth here are the mini-
mal amounts of time the teacher is required to st>end in her
"building daily, as stipulated "by school committee regulation
and also "by the mandate of the principal in charge of the
"building.
I# Senior High School
The Senior High School in Newton is in session
five days a week from 8:30 a.m. to 2*15 p.m. This makes the
length of the school day 5 Hours and 45 minutes. To "be sub-
tracted from this total is the 25 minute period allotted to
each teacher daily for her lunch. This will make the re-
quired length of the school day, for the teachers in the
Senior High School, 5 hours and 20 minutes. To "be added to
this are the 20 minutes which each teacher is required, "by
school committee regulation, to "be in her classroom "before
the "beginning of her session, thus making a grand total of
5 hours and 40 minutes.
II. Junior High Schools
The situation in the Junior High Schools of Newton
is exactly comparable to the time situation in the Senior
High School. Thus, the length of required school day for the
teachers of the Junior High Schools may also "be said to be

Tahle II (continued)
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5 hours and 40 minutes.
III. Elementary Schools
The Elementary Schools in Newton have a rather
oeculisr daily program that requires explanation here. On
three days a -week, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, the Elementa-
ry Schools are in session from 8:30 a.m. to 12s00 m. daily and
from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. This makes the length of these school
days 5 hours and 30 minutes. On the other two days in the
week, Tuesday and Thursday, the schools are in session from
8:30 a.m. to 12:00 m. This makes the required length of these
school days 3 hours and 30 minutes. In addition, each teacher
is required, "by school committee regulation, to "be in her
classroom 20 minutes hefore the opening of each session. This,
then would add 40 minutes to the required time on the three
double-session days and 20 minutes to the required time of the
single-session davs. We have then, three school days a week
that require 6 hours and 10 minutes from the teachers and
two school days a week that require 3 hours and 50 minutes
from the teachers. Combining these two types of school days
we find that the length of the average school day for the
Elementary School teacher in Newton is 5 hours and 12 minutes*
SCHOOL LEVEL LENGTH OF REQ.UIRED DAY
•
SENIOR HIGH
JUNIOR HIGH
ELEMENTARY
5 hours, 40 minutes
5 hours, 40 minutes
5 hours, 12 minutes
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TABLE III
The time spent "by the 116 elementary teachers, parti-
cipating in the study, in each of the activities. All the
computations in this tahle h?ve "been made on the "basis of a
five day week. The times are exoressed in minutes.
ACTIVITY HO. 1 <?T—
1
%-2 Range 9,-3
j
M Range
Times in sch. 116 , 100.00 48.74 i 608 479 422 371 O *T T233
Class instr. 1 1 £116
|
-t ftft ftft100.00 AO n A48.74 1A1391 AO A282 AC A267 O A 1241 1 £A162
Preparation 116 I rtft AA100.00 in ri A48.74 1 QQloo AO72 48 31 1 A12
Correction 72 62.06 1 A AC30.25 TAJ194 36 A A24 i it14 2
Recording prog. ^ A64 e c in55.17 A £ QO26.88 C A64 i e15 9
Stand, tests A4 1 A A3.44 1 £ Q1.58 1
A
30 1 Q18 1 A12 O A
Register i i a110 94.81 /• C A 146.21 1 A19 1 A10 o 5 11
Supply list 28 A 4 1 A24.12 11 A £11.76 1 A12 A4 A2 i1 11
Cards, forms 52 A A OO44.82 A1 Q <t21.84 68 1 414 8 2 11
PQ 95 on 30 fi %
After sch. cl. 67 57.75 28.11 192 21 15 10 3
Counseling 11 9.48 4.62 24 12 5 3 2
P.T.A. 1 .86 .42 18 18 18 18 18
Conf. parents 95 81.89 39.91 50 17 10 5 1
Committees 8 6.90 3.36 24 15 12 6 5
Conf. sch. off. 25 21.55 10.54 24 9 5 3 1
Faculty meet. 52 44.82 21.84 33 18 12 7 1
Coeehing ath. 6 5.17 2.52 40 29 20 17 12
Coaching drama 16 13.79 6.60 72 39 24 12 6
Prep, assem. 34 29.31 14.28 63 21 15 7 1
Weighing 68 58.63 28.57 42 6 5 4 3
Special health 22 18.96 9.24 122 19 8
s
1
Medical exams. 0.00 0.00
Club work 4 3.45 1.65 18 16 15 8
Duty 48 41.37 20.16 42 30 16 10 2
Key:
Fo. - the numher of responses
#-1 - per cent of the number participating
%-2 " per cent of the total teachers in the city (elementary)
Range - top and "bottom scores
Q-3 - third quart ile
M - median
Q-l - first quartile
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TABLE IV
The time spent "by the 116 elementary teachers, parti-
cipating in the study, in each of the activities. All the
computations in this tahle have "been made on the "basis of a
seven day week. The times are expressed in minutes.
ACTIVITY ffO. %-l %-2 !Range 1 q-3 9,-1
1
Range
Time in sch. 116 100.00 48.74 434 356 302 265 166
Class instr. 116 100.00 48.74 280 201 191 172 115
Preparation 116 100.00 48.74 163 61 44 29 12
Correction 72 62.06 30.25 164 31 18 11 1
Recording prog. 64 55.17 26.88 56 11 7 3 1
Stand. testB 4 3.44 1.68 23 13 8 4 2
Register 110 94.81 46.21 21 7 4 3 1
Supply list 28 24.13 11.76 9 3 1 1 1
f!ard<!. foTWifl 52 44.82 21.84 65 12 6 1
Subject help 29 25*00 12.18 81 21 11 4 2
After sch. cl. 67 57.75 28.11 137 15 11 7 2
Counseling 11 9.48 4.62 17 9 3 2 1
P.T.A. 1 .86 .42 13 13 13 13 13
Conf. parents 95 81.89 39.91 21 12 5 3 2
Committees 8 6.90 3.36 17 11 9 4 3
Conf. sch. off. 25 21.55 10.54 17 6 3 2 1
Faculty meet. 52 44.82 21.84 23 13 8 5 1
Coaching ath. 6 5.17 2.52 29 20 14 12 9
Coaching drama 16 13.79 6.60 51 26 15 9 4
Prep, assem. 34 29.31 14.28 45 15 11 5 1
Weighing 68 58.63 28.57 30 4 3 2 1
Special health 22 18.96 9.24 87 13 6 3 1
Medical exams. 0.00 0.00
Club work 4 3.45 1.65 75 44 13 9 5
Duty 48 41.37 20.16 30 31 11 7 1
Key:
ITo. - The number of responses
%-l - per cent of the number participating
^-2 - per cent of the total teachers in the city (elementary)
Range - top and "bottom scores
Q-3 - third quart lie
M - median
Q-l - first quartile
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TABLE V
The time spent "by the 97 junior high school teachers,
participating in the study, in each activity. All the compu-
tations in this table have "been made on the "basis of a five
day week. The times are expressed in minutes.
ACTIVITY NO, 55-1 %m2 Range 9,-3 M 9,-1 Range
Time in sen. 97 100.00 76.30 572 482 451 424 372
Class instr. 97 100.00 76.30 375 279 248 217 114
Preparation 97 100.00 76.30 222 58 42 36 3
Correction 79 81.44 62.21 134 63 37 18
Recording prog. 79 81.44 62.21 60 20 15 9
Stand, tests 9 9.28 7.81 39 24 18 8 7
Register 61 62.86 48.03 15 6 5 3 1
Supply list 28 28.85 22.04 33 4 2 1 1
Cards, forms 64 65.77 50.38 77 24 12 6
Subject help 65 68.24 51.18 77 45 36 17 4
After sch. cl. 39 40.21 30.71 120 40 24 9 4
Counseling 39 40.21 30.71 156 48 15 6 2
P.T.A. 1 1.03 .79 24 24 24 24 24
Conf. parents 60 61.85 47.24 30 11 6 3 1
Committees 36 37.11 28.34 66 26 16 8
Conf. sch. off. 30 30.29 22.83 44 12 6 2
Faculty meet. 20 21.05 15.74 26 14 6 2 1
Coaching ath. 15 15.46 11.81 58 42 36 24 14
Coaching drama 9 9.28 7.81 87 64 31 12 9
Prep, assem. 14 14.43 11.02 68 36 24 12 2
Weighing 4 4.12 3.15 26 19 12 5 3
Special health 5 5.15 3.93 20 20 20 17 4
Medical exams. 0.00 0.00
Club work 91 93.81 71.63 127 20 10 9 6
Duty 79 81.44 62.21* 50 26 20 8 3
Key:
Ho. - the number of responses
%-\ - per cent of the number participating
^-2 - per cent of the total teachers in the city (junior high)
Q-3 third quartile
If - med ian
Q-l - first quartile
Range - top and bottom scores
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TABLE VI
The time spent "by the 97 junior high school, teachers,
participating in the study , in each activity. All the compu-
tations in this tahle have "been made on the "basis of a seven
day week. The times are expressed in minutes.
ACTIVITY NO. %-l %—3 Range q-3 M \1-1 IRang
Time in sch. 97 100.00 76.30 408 344
i
322; 303 265
Class instr. 97 100.00 76.30 268 199 178 155 81
Preparation 97 100.00 76.30 183 50 30 25 2
Correction 79 81.44 62.21 96 40 25 11 3
Recording prog. 79 81.44 62.21 52 14 11 6 2
Stand, tests 9 9.28 7.81 26 21 17 6 5
Register 61 62.86 48.03 11 4 3 2 1
Supply list 28 28.85 22.04 23 3 1 1 1
Cards, forms 64 65.77 50.38 59 17 9 4 1
Subject help 65 68.24 51.18 55 32 26 12 3
After sch. cl. 39 40.21 30.71 86 28 17 6 3
Counseling 39 40.21 30.71 111 34 11 4 1
P.T.A. 1 1.03 .79 17 17 17 17 17
Conf. parents 60 61.85 47.24 21 8 4 2 1
Committees 36 37.11 28.34 56 18 11 6 2
Conf. sch. off. 30 30.29 22.83 31 9 4 2 1
Faculty meet. 20 21.05 15.74 19 10 4 1 1
Coaching ath. 15 15.46 11.81 67 35 26 17 10
Coaching drama 9 9.28 7.81 62 47 23 9 6
Prep, assem. 14 14.43 11.02 49 25 17 9 1
Weighing 4 4.12 3.15 19 14 9 4 2
Special health 5 5.15 3.93 14 14 14 12 3
Medical exams 0.00 0.00
Club work 91 93.81 71.63 90 14 7 6 4
Duty 79 81.44 62.21 35 19 14 6 2
•
Key_:
No. - the number of responses
%-l - per cent of the number participating
%-2 - per cent of the total teachers in the city (junior high)
Q-3 - third quartile
K - median
Q-l - first quartile
Range - tor> and "bottom scores
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TABLE VII
The times spent "by the 57 senior high school teachers
participating in the study, in each activity* All the compu-
tations in this table have "been made on the basis of a five
day week* The times are expressed in minutes.
ACTIVITY NO. 55-1 ' %-3 Range 1 q-3 M 9,-1 Range
Time in sch. 57 100.00 49.56 552 480 451 428 353
Class instr. 57 100.00 49.56 325 251 228 213 3 24
Preparation 57 100.00 49.56 102 63 39 32 17
Correction 53 92.98 46.08 176 82 58 30
Recording prog. 49 85.96 42.60 40 18 14 8 3
Stand, tests 8 14.20 6.95 27 24 24 4 3
Register 17 29.82 14.78 22 10 7 5 3
Supply list 9 15.79 7.81 54 11 10 5 1
Cards, forms 33 57.89 28.69 59 23 10 6
Subject help 33 57.89 28.69 95 54 39 23 2
After sch. cl. 29 50.87 25.21 81 37 24 18 9
Counseling 23 40.35 20.00 111 40 18 6 1
P.T.A. 0.00 0.00
Conf. parents 51 89.43 44.44 37 22 18 12 4
Committees 19 33.33 16.52 41 24 15 7 2
Conf. sch. off. 16 28.07 13.91 30 15 11 6 1
Faculty meet. 0.00 0.00
Coaching ath. 3 5.26 2.60 108 99 90 86 82
Coaching drama 4 7.04 3.48 50 36 21 13 12
Prep, assem. 3 5.26 2.60 24 22 20 15 10
Weighing 0.00 0.00
Special health 0.00 0.00
Medical exams 0.00 0.00
Club work 14 24.65 12.17 105 40 21 12 1
Duty 32 56.14 25.19 73 25 20 16 5
Key:
JTo. - the number of responses
%-l - per cent of the number participating
%~2 - per cent of the total teachers in the city (senior high)
Q-3 - third quart ile
Iff - median
Q-l - first quartile
Range - top and bottom scores
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TABLE VIII
The time spent "by the 57 senior high school teachers,
participating in the study, in each activity. All the compu-
tations in this table have been made on the "basis of a seven
day week. The times are expressed in minutes.
ACTIVITY iro. 5S-1 Rnage 9,-3 M 9,-1 Range
Time in sch. 57 100.00 49.56 394 343 322 305 252
Class instr. 57 100.00 49.56 232 179 163 152 88
Preparation 57 100.00 49.56 126 53 36 25 13
Correction 53 92.98 46.08 143 81 59 36 3
Recording prog • 49 85.96 42.60 28 17 10 6 2
Stand, tests 8 14.20 6.95 19 17 17 6 2
Register 17 29.82 14.78 16 7 5 3 2
Supply list 9 1 K TOID . f 17 f . OJL oy QO r»f •zO JL
Cards, forms 33 57.89 28.69 42 19 7 4 1
Subject help 33 57.89 28.69 68 39 28 16 1
After sch. el. 29 50.87 25.21 58 26 17 13 6
Counseling 23 40.35 20.00 81 28 13 4 1
P.T.A. 0.00 0.00
Conf. parents 51 89.43 44.44 26 16 11 9 3
Committees 19 33.33 16.52 29 17 11 5 1
Conf. sch. off. 16 28.07 13.91 21 11 8 4 1
Faculty meet. 0.00 0.00
Coaching ath. 3 5.26 2.60 98 96 94 76 58
Coaching drama 4 7.04 3.48 36 21 17 13 9
Prep, assem. 3 5.26 2.60 17 15 14 10 7
Weighing 0.00 0.00
Special health 0.00 0.00
Medical exams 0.00 0.00
Club work 14 24.65 12.17 103 40 15 9 1
Duty 32 56.14 25.19 52 18 14 11 3
Keys
JTo. - the number of responses
%-\ - per cent of the number participating
%-2 - per cent of the total teachers in the city (senior high)
Q-3 - third quart ile
B - median
Q-l - first quartile
Range - top and bottom scores
SostOB University
School of Education
Library
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TABLE IX
The extra duties reported "by the elementary teachers,
showing the activities they engaged in that were not provided
for in the questionnaire*
ACTIVITY HO. REPORTING TOTAL TIME FOR THE WEEK
Prof, courses 12 2170 minutes
Room housekeeping 10 1075
Banking (school) 8 210
Decorating room 8 575
Mending "books 4 230
Shopping (school) 2 150
Supervision 2 215
Feostyling 2 280
Art Work 1 360
Costumes 1 120
School magazine 1 25
Writing notes 1
*
85
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TABLE X
The extra duties reported hy the junior high school
teachers, showing the activities they engaged in that were
not provided for in the questionnaire.
ACTIVITY NO. REPORTING TOTAL THE FOR THE WEEK
Supervision 8 1715 minutes
Room housekeeping 6 525
Professional courses 4 810
Mending hooks 2 215
Chaperoning school dances 2 250
Professional reading 2 235
Extra phy. ed« duties 2 340
Advising student council 1 75
Orchestra rehearsal 1 260
Classroom organization 1 75
School paper 1 180
Shopping (school) 1 30
-r
f
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TABLE XI
The extra duties reported by the senior high school
teachers, showing the activities they engaged in that were not
provided for in the questionnaire.
ACTIVITY NO. REPORTING TOTAL TIME FOR THE WEEK
Room housekeeping
Chaperoning dances
Supervision
School paper
4
3
1
1
Preparing for exhibition 1
Writing notes 1
Mending hooks 1
Chorus work 1
Shopping (school) 1
Professional reading 1
310 minutes
345
640
75
50
30
160
60
240
180
-....
•
•
r
f
r
€
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TABLE XII
The number of interruptions experienced "by the
"average" teacher on each school level daily.
SCHOOL NO. %-2 Range ft-
3
M 0-1 Range
Elementary 108 93.10 45.37 13.00 3.40 2.60 1.60 0.00
Junior High 89 91.75 70.07 11.80 4.20 3.20 2.00 0.20
Senior High 47 82.42 40.87 5.40 3.00 1.60 1,00 0.20
Key:
Ifo. - the number of responses
%-l - per cent of number participating
%-2 - per cent of the total teachers in the city
Q-3 - third quart ile
M - median
Q-l - first quartile
Range - top and "bottom scores
-r
— — ~"
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TABLE XIII
The composite day of the "typical" elementary teacher
in Uewton, computed from the median times reported for each
activity, computed on the "basis of a five day week, and in-
cluding those activities which are reported "by at least 20%
of the teachers participating and also "by 10% of the total
teachers in the city.
ACTIVITY NO. %-l H
Class instruction 116 100.00 48.74 267 i
Class preparation 116 100.00 48.74 48
Correcting papers 72 62.06 30.25 24
Corridor duty 48 41.37 20.16 16
Subject help 29 25.00 12.18 16
Prep, assemblies 34 29.31 14.28 15
After school cl. 67 57.75 28.11 15
Faculty meetings 52 44.82 21.85 12
Conf . with parents 95 81.89 39.91 10
Recording progress 64 55.17 26.88 9
Cards and forms 52 44.82 21.84 8
Register work 110 94.81 46.21 6
Weighing 68 58.63 28.57 5
Conf. school off. 25 21.55 10.54 5
SudtdIv list work 28 24.12 11.76 2
Iff time
Total 458 minutes
Total time in sch. 116 100.00 48.74 422 minutes
This makes the length of the "average" elementary
teacher's day, in Newton, 7 hours and 38 minutes. Of this time
she spends 7 hours and 2 minutes at her work within the school,
and the remainder, 36 minutes, at her work outside of school.
Xeyj,
ITo. - the number of responses
%-l " per cent of number participating
^-2 - per cent of all elementary teachers in the city
H time - median time reported for this activity
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TABLE XIV
The composite day of the "typical" junior high school
teacher in ITewton, computed from the median times reported for
each activity, computed upon the "basis of a five day week, and
including those activities which are reported "by at least 20%
of the teachers participating and also "by 10% of the total
teachers in the city.
ACTIVITY NO, %-l £-2 M time
Class instruction 97 100.00 76.30 248 minute
Class ^reparation 97 100.00 76.30 42
Correcting papers 79 81.44 62.21 37
Subject help 65 68.24 51.18 36
After school classes 39 40.21 30.71 24
Duty 79 81.44 62.21 20
Committee work 36 37.11 28.34 16
Counseling 39 40.21 30.71 15
Recording progress 79 81.44 62.21 15
Cards and forms 64 65.77 50.38 12
Club work 91 93.81 71.63 10
Conf. with parents 60 61.85 47.24 6
Conf. with sch. off. 30 30.29 23.83 6
Faculty meetings 20 21.05 15.74 6
Register wort 61 62.86 48.03 5
Supply list work 28 28.85 22.©4 2
Total 500 minute
Total time in sch. 97 100.00 76.30 451 minute
This makes the length of the "average" junior high
school teacher's day, in ITewton, 8 hours and 20 minutes. Of
this time she spends 7 hours and 31 minutes at her work within
the school and the remainder, 49 minutes, at her work outside
of the school.
No.
%-l
%-2
the nuitfber of responses
per cent of number participating
per cent of all junior high school teachers in the city
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TABLE XV
The composite day of the "typical" senior high school
teacher in Newton, computed from the median times reported for
each activity, computed upon the "basis of a five day week, and
including those activities which are reported by at least 20%
of the teachers participating and also "by 10% of the total
teachers in the city.
ACTIVITY NO. 55-2 M time
Class instruction 57 100.00 49.65 228 minutes
Correcting papers 53 92.98 46.08 58
Preparation 57 100.00 49.65 39
Subject help 33 57.89 28.69 39
After school classes 29 50.87 25.21 24
Club work 21 24.65 12.17 21
Duty 32 56.14 25.19 20
Counseling 23 40.35 20.00 18
Conf. with parents 51 89.43 44.44 18
Committee work 19 33.33 16.52 15
Recording progress 49 85.96 42.60 14
Conf. with sch. off. 16 28.07 13.91 11
Cards and forms 33 57.89 28.69 10
Register work 17 29.82 14.78 7
Total 522 minutes
Total time in sch. 57 100.00 49.65 451 minutes
This makes the length of the "average" senior high
school teacher* s day, in Newton, 8 hours and 42 minutes. Of
this time she spends 7 hours and 31 minutes at her work within
the school and the remainder, 1 hour and 11 minutes, at her
work outside the school.
Key;
No. - the number of responses
%-l - per cent of number participating
%-2 - per cent of total senior high school teachers
IK time - median time reported for this activity
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TABLE XVI
A graphic presentation of the results showing the length
of the "average" day for the teachers on the three school
levels; the actual distribution of the time on the "bases of:
(l) teaching activities, (2) activities directly related to
teaching, and (3) activities more directly concerned with the
administrative, routine, and clerical duties of the school;
and the per centils distribution of the time on these same
three bases, | - Teaching activities
- Activities directly related to teaching
mm m - Administrative, routine, and
^^^^ clerical activities
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL23456789 hours
4 hr. 27 m.
58.29^
lhr.23m. lhr.28m.
22.50^ 19.21^
Total length of "average" day — 7hr.38m.
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
8 9 hours
2 hr. 44 m. lhr.29m.
32.80^ 17.60^
4 hr. 8 m.
49.60^
Total length of "average" day — 8hr.20m.
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
3 4 5 6 9 hours
3 hr. 48 nu
43.68^
3 hr. 19 m«
38.12^
lhr.35m.
18.20^
Total length of "average" day — 8hr.42m.
*
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CHAPTER IX
Conclusions
U
Conclusions "based uoon the findings in the elementary
schools of ITewtont
1 # The length of the working day for the "average" elementary
school teacher is 7 hours and 38 minutes,
2. This teacher spends 7 hours and 2 minutes daily at her work
inside the school "building and 36 minutes at her work
outside the school "building*
3. This teacher spends 4 hours and 27 minutes on the average,
in actual classroom instruction, daily.
4. This teacher experiences 2.6 interruptions daily during
the course of her instructional work,
5* The working day of the "average" elementary teacher is
divided in the following manners
Teaching ------------ 58.29^ of total time
Activities related to teaching - 22 9 50% of total time
Administrative activities - - - -19.21^ of total time
*•
•
*
m
•
•
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Conclusions (continued)
II.
Conclusions base d upon the findings in the .junior high
schools of Newton
t
1. The length of the working day for the "average" junior high
school teacher is 8 hours and 20 minutes.
2. This teacher spends 7 hours and 31 minutes daily at her
work inside the school "building and 49 minutes at her
work outside of the school building.
3. This teacher spends 4 hours and 8 minutes, on the average,
in actual classroom instruction, daily.
4. This teacher experiences 3.2 interruptions daily during
the course of her instructional work.
5. The working day of the "average" junior high school
teacher is divided in the following manner:
Teaching ------------ 49.60^ of total time
Activities related to teaching - 32.80^ of total time
Administrative activities - - - -17.60^ of total time
tc
!
•
a
*
•
*
•
•
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Conclusions (continued)
III.
Conclusions "based upon the findings in the senior high
school of ITewton?
1. The length of the working day for the "average" senior
high school teacher is 8 hours and 42 minutes.
2. This teacher spends 7 hours and 31 minutes daily at her
work inside the school "building and 1 hour and 11
minutes at her work outside of the school "buildings.
3. This teacher spends 3 hours and 48 minutes* on the average
in actual classroom instruction, daily.
4. This teacher experiences 1.6 interruptions daily during
the course of her instructional work.
5. The working day of the "average" genior high school
teacher is divided in the following manner:
Teaching ------------ 43.68^ of total time
Activities related to teaching - 38.12^ of total time
Administrative activities - 18.20^ of total time
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APPENDIX
Check your school: Senior High
Junior High
Elementary
Week "beginning December 10th
-s-
c ?» Si
—
A
ACTIVITIES
total time in school
during day (see note 5)
315
a
gs instruction (note 5) . , ,
pr<Sparation ot lessons
Correction 01 papers
/f recording pupil progress
standard test scoring
X XXX X
// register work
supply list worK
cardi ie 1'orms, miscellaneous
X X XXX
subject-matter help (note 5)
2,0 after school classes
counseling (ridxe b)XXX X_. X
P. T. A. meetings
On conferences with parents
X XXX X X
committee work
conf. with school officials
faculty meetings
X X X X X X
coaching athletics
coaching dramatizations
prep. 01 assemoiy programs
X XXX X X
weighing
medical examinations
special health work (note 5)
x XX XXX
(flub work
^ JL.
l\iopik&QOU, corridor, , ~nd I
rtr.t.f.n.tion.. ^=si
US TOTALS
1—
;
1 1
—
J _
1
—
—
1
3
\
No. of class interruptions
Do not sign this "blank in any way. All entries are
le sure to check your school level. to "be made in
MINUTES
Turn this "blank into your office on December 17th
in a sealed envelope.

NEWTON PUBLIC SCH00L3
DIVISION OF RESEARCH AND GUIDANCE
NEWTON, MASSACHUSETTS
December 1, 1934
To - Teachers of the Newton Schools
Subject - Investigation of the use of teachers' time
The accompanying material is concerned with
the proposed investigation of the use of teachers' time in
Newton, a topic that is today the subject of considerable
discussion* Since tangible evidence concerning this problem
does not exist, one of the members of our educational staff
has set out to obtain it. The details of this investigation
are described fully on the accompanying sheet.
Please understand that your participation
in this project is an optional matter. It is honed, however,
that enough teachers will "be interested and will take part
to provide satisfactory data. To this end your cooperation
is earnestly solicited,
Herbert A. Landry
Director
Approved by
Julius E. Warren
Superintendent
"*
»
TO THE PRINCIPALS:
Enclosed in this envelope you will find
copies of questionnaires and letters to be forwarded to all
teachers in your "building. This is intended to include all
officers of instruction, full-time and part-time, departmental
and class-room; in fact, every person connected with the schools
who does any teaching of any kind. Each should reOuive one copy
J the letter, one copy of the questionnaire and instructions which
of the same sheet, and one envelope.
Will you please have these distributed in time
so that the teachers may begin their tabulations on Monday,
December 10th? The survey is to run for seven consecutive days
and is to conclude on Sunday, December 16th. On Monday the
blanks will be turned into your office in sealed envelopes.
Will you please collect them all and return to the office of
the Department of Guidance and Research as early as possible
during that week?

TC ALL TEACHERS:
A survey is being conducted in the public schools
of Newton on the teaching and non-teaching school activities
of the teachers in the city for the purpose of establishing
tangible data on the matter of time spent in their work.
There has been considerable speculation and general hear-say
on this matter and an attempt is being made to determine
the situation objectively. It will involve the accurate
recording of the time spent in each of various activities
£ A. listed in the tabulation on the reverse side of this sheet.
On the blank which has been supplied provision is
made for entries on seven consecutive days. You are asked to
fill in the proper blanks with the total in minutes that you
spend, each day in the various activities. You will n.tice
that there are some blank spaces at the end. These may be
used for listing any duties required of you that are not
already included. This study is to include all the time spent
in tiies e duties by you, both while you are in the building
and also when you are outside.
(1) Please recordt the time in minutes which you spend in
the building during the day; that is, the elaosed time between
your arrival and your departure, subtracting from this however
the time you spend for lunch. This figure is not to be used in
your daily total.
(2) Please record the time spent oy you daily in actual
classroom instruction or "teaching" . This time is to include
all oeriods ordivisions of the day assigned to you for this
expressed puroose. It is not to include study hall or free
periods
.
(3) In the proper blanks record the time in minutes spent in
each of the activities indicated in the list.
(k) All figures, excepting the first one of total time in the
building, are to be added for your daily total.
(5) Heeording oupil progress - this time is to include both
the recording done for the personal records of your own and also
that done for official school records.
Special subject-matter help - UHIs would include the
seventh period work in the secondary schools.
Committee work - such work as you do in curriculum 're-
vision, etc. for the adminstrative offices.
Counseling - this is intended to include guidance and
individual conference work.
Special health work - such work as eye testing, health
inspections, audiometer testing anf correcting of papers, etc.
Number of interruptions - this is to be an independent
figure not to be included in anjz total and is meant to in-
clude all breaks in your instructional work for reading
notices, answering the telephone, receiving visitors, etc.
This study is to commence on Monday, December 10th
and Is to run for the next seven days. On December 17th you
will olace the blank in the accompanying envelope, seal it,
and turn it into your principal's office. Your cooperation
is asked so that valid figures will be gained.

Check your school: Senior High...
.
Junior High
Elementary
Week beginning December 10th
*
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"
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1
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P. T, A, weetinsrs
conferences with parents
X X X X X X
i ccmrrnttee work
1
conf. with school officials
faculty meetings
X X X X XX,
1
coaching athletics
coaching dramatizations
prep* oi assembly programs
X X X X X X
weighing
medical examinations
"special health work (note 5)
X X X XXX
dlub work
iL_1
i
luoo6.ro ou» corridor, , ~nd 'l
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1 (. 1
1
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i— - jId No. of class interruptions
Do not sign this blank in any way. All entries are
le sure to check your school level. to be made in
MINUTES
Turn this blank into your office on December 17th
in a sealed envelope.



